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It seems difficult to talk business these days without artificial intelligence (AI) making its way into the conversation.  As the “AI Revolution” 
starts to unfold and applications expand into various verticals, the scope of how real estate will be affected is uncertain. Yet, one of the 
most immediate impacts we’re already seeing is the soaring demand for data centers, which house the computing capacity required for AI. 

Fact#1:  Data Centers are already 3x the size  
of the Office Sector in the REIT universe.

On-ramps provide cloud connectivity via a fast and secure solution, and DLR and EQIX control the majority of hyperscale cloud on-ramp nodes for the 
largest cloud platforms like Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and Oracle.

Fact# 3:  Data Center REITs control the majority of hyperscale cloud on-ramps for major providers.

U.S. REIT Investible Universe

Two data center REITs – Equinix Inc (EQIX) and Digital Realty Trust Inc 
(DLR) – together account for 8.6% of the U.S. REIT investible universe, 
greater than REIT exposure to retail and dwarfing exposure to office.

Source: FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index as of June 8, 2023.

Percentage of Cloud Edge Nodes only includes markets where Equinix has an IBX.
Cloud Provider Websites as of December 2022.
Source: Equinix as of May 8, 2023.
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Key data center tenants include top tech companies like Amazon, 
Alphabet Google, Microsoft, Apple, IBM, Meta Platforms, and Oracle. 
These companies’ intended investment in cloud computing to facilitate 
AI deployment is expected to continue to drive data center demand for 
the foreseeable future.

Source: Green Street as of May 30, 2023.

Fact#2:  Data centers are poised to see 
incremental demand from the development of AI.
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Disclosures

Any statement herein constitutes only the current opinion of 
CenterSquare and its employees, which are subject to change and which 
CenterSquare does not undertake to update.

Material in this publication is for general information only and is not 
intended to provide specific investment advice or recommendations for 
any purchase or sale of any specific security or commodity. Due to, among 
other things, the volatile nature of the markets and the investment 
areas discussed  herein, investments  may  only be suitable for certain 
investors. Parties should independently investigate any investment 
area or manager, and should consult with qualified investment, legal, 
and tax professionals before making any investment. Some information 
contained herein has been obtained from third party sources and has not 
been independently verified by CenterSquare Investment Management 
LLC (“CenterSquare”). CenterSquare makes no representations as to 
the accuracy or the completeness of any of the information herein. 
Accordingly, this material is not to be reproduced in whole or in part or 
used for any other purpose. Investment products (other than deposit 
products) referenced in this material are not insured by the FDIC (or 
any other state or federal agency), are not deposits of or guaranteed by 
CenterSquare, and are subject to investment risk, including the loss of 
principal amount invested.

For marketing purposes only. Any statements and opinions expressed 
are as at the date of publication, are subject to change as economic and 
market conditions dictate, and do not necessarily represent the views of 
CenterSquare or any of its affiliates. The information has been provided 

as a general market commentary only and does not constitute legal, 
tax, accounting, other professional counsel or investment advice, is not 
predictive of future performance, and should not be construed as an 
offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security or make an offer where 
otherwise unlawful. The information has been provided without taking 
into account the investment objective, financial situation or needs of any 
particular person.

Any indication of past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
The value of investments can fall as well as rise, so investors may get 
back less than originally invested. Because the investment strategies 
concentrate their assets in the real estate industry, an investment is 
closely linked to the performance of the real estate markets. Investing 
in the equity securities of real estate companies entails certain risks 
and uncertainties. These companies experience the risks of investing 
in real estate directly. Real estate is a cyclical business, highly sensitive 
to general and local economic developments and characterized by 
intense competition and periodic overbuilding. Real estate income and 
values may also be greatly affected by demographic trends, such as 
population shifts or changing tastes and values. Companies in the real 
estate industry may be adversely affected by environmental conditions. 
Government actions, such as tax increases, zoning law changes or 
environmental regulations, may also have a major impact on real estate. 
Changing interest rates and credit quality requirements will also affect 
the cash flow of real estate companies and their ability to meet capital 
needs.

Definition of Indices

FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index (FNER)
The FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index is a free-float adjusted, market 
capitalization-weighted index of U.S. equity REITs. Constituents of the 
index include all tax-qualified REITs with more than 50 percent of total 
assets in qualifying real estate assets other than mortgages secured by 
real property.

This benchmark is a broad-based index which is used for illustrative 
purposes only and has been selected as it is well known and easily 
recognizable by investors. However, the investment activities and 
performance of an actual portfolio may be considerably more volatile 
than and have material differences from the performance of any 
of the referenced indices. Unlike these benchmarks, the portfolios 
portrayed herein are actively managed. Furthermore, the portfolios 
invest in substantially fewer securities than the number of securities 
comprising each of these benchmarks. There is no guarantee that any of 
the securities invested in by the portfolios comprise these benchmarks. 
Also, performance results for benchmarks may not reflect payment of 
investment management/incentive fees and other expenses. Because of 
these differences, benchmarks should not be relied upon as an accurate 
measure of comparison.  

FTSE Data disclosure: Source: FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) © 
FTSE 2023. FTSE® is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group 
companies and is used by FTSE under licence. All rights in the FTSE 
indices and / or FTSE ratings vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither 
FTSE nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in 
the FTSE indices and / or FTSE ratings or underlying data. No further 
distribution of FTSE Data is permitted without FTSE’s express written 
consent.

“FTSE®” is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group companies 
and is used by FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) under licence. 
“Nareit®” is a trade mark of the National Association of Real Estate 
Investment Trusts (“Nareit”).

The FTSE Nareit Equity REITs Index is calculated by FTSE. Neither FTSE 
nor Nareit sponsor, endorse or promote this product and are not in any 
way connected to it and do not accept any liability. 

A direct investment an in index is not possible.

http://www.twitter.com/CtrSquare
http://www.linkedin.com/company/centersquare

